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Concepts Addressed:  
Media and Their Influences  

Evolution of Mass Communication  

Media and the process of communication  
Ways to critique media and culture  
Origins of the Internet  
Information access on the Internet  
Free expression, security and access issues on the Internet  

Sound Recording and Popular Music:  

Technology and the development of sound recording  
U.S. popular music and the formation of rock and roll  
Reformations in popular music  
The business of sound recording  

Popular Radio and Origins of Radio Broadcast  

Technology and development of radio broadcast  
Evolution of commercial radio  

Television  

Origins and development  
Programming trends  
Decline of the network era  
Economics of television:  
Origins and development of cable television  
Ownership and business issues in cable television  
Direct broadcast satellites: origin and development  

Movies  

Origins and development  
Business aspects of movies: production and distribution  
Changes in the Hollywood system  
Economic impacts of movie making  
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Print Journalism  

Evolution of the American newspaper  
Competing models of modern print journalism  
Categorizing news and U.S. newspapers  
History of magazines  
Development of modern American magazines  
Regional vs. demographic editions  
Organization and economics of magazines  
History of books  
Modern publishing and the book industry  
Organization and ownership of the book industry  
Trends in book publishing 

The Business of Mass Media  

Developments in American advertising  
Persuasive techniques in contemporary advertising  
Early developments in public relations  
The practice of public relations  
Public relations vs. the press  
Analyzing the media economy: performance and structure  
Transition to an information economy:  

Deregulation vs. regulation  
Consolidation and merger-mania  
Flexible markets, global markets, and specialization  
Social issues in media economics  

Democratic Expression and the Mass Media  

The culture of journalism: values, ethics, and democracy  
Modem journalism in the information age  
What news is  
Neutrality and other values in journalism  
Ethics and the news media  
Reporting rituals  
Journalism in the age of television  
Conventional news, public journalism, and democracy  
Media effects and cultural approaches to research  
Early developments in research  
Research on media effects  
Cultural approaches to media research  
Legal controls and freedom of expression  
The origins of free expression and a free press  
Film and the First Amendment  
Expression over the airwaves  
Cyberspace, expression, and democracy  


